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Automated Currency Trading Robot portfolio
Elite Expert Trader (EET) is a portfolio of automated trading systems designed for the FOREX markets. EET strategies can be used at
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any bank or brokerage that offers the MT4 platform, currently offered at over 300 brokers worldwide. EET includes 10 Expert
Advisor systems, 3 custom indicators, and many trading tools such as the Close All script, which can close all open positions.
When you purchase EET for $99, you receive the entire portfolio and it is yours to keep forever,
for unlimited use without restriction. With the optional $99/month eesfx.com subscription,
you get updates on new strategies that are being developed, support and training, and updates
on existing strategies.
Use automated systems to buy or sell the US Dollar, Euro, or other currencies. Strategies
include advanced risk management features, such as account protection, lot sizing algorithms,
and volatility based risk management. EET includes EA tools, such as the CloseAll EA; when
loaded on any chart, will close all open positions. CloseAllProfitable, when loaded onto any
chart, will close only open profitable positions. CloseAllSymbol will close all trades on the
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symbol where the EA is loaded. With the optional eesfx.com subscription, receive regular
updates of EA tools, indicators, and strategy optimizations via the Elite Meta Sync synchronization tool. Elite Meta Sync obtains
updates from an FTP server, and synchronizes your MT4 installations.

Why offer a portfolio? Because traders and investors have different needs – EET includes High Frequency systems, High Risk / High
Return systems, Conservative systems, Mean Reversion systems, Grid Trading systems, and basket trading systems such as the Dollar
Trader. To order EET, visit http://eliteetrader.com or http://eesfx.com
Trading foreign exchange on margin carries a high level of risk, and may not be suitable for all investors. The
high degree of leverage can work against you as well as for you. Before deciding to invest in foreign exchange
you should carefully consider your investment objectives, level of experience, and risk appetite. The possibility
exists that you could sustain a loss of more than your initial investment and therefore you should not invest
money that you cannot afford to lose. You should be aware of all the risks associated with foreign exchange
trading, and seek advice from an independent financial advisor if you have any doubts. PAST PERFORMANCE IS
NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.
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